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ABSTRACT This Master’s thesis investigates the intersection of understanding place through 
cartographic visualizations and the real-world experience of it. As technology 
becomes deeply embedded in the environment, multiple products and resources 
mediate our perception and limit our understanding of spaces by distancing us from 
the natural world. In an effort to revive and strengthen our connections with the 
places in which we live, work, and play, it is critical to conduct studies that require us 
to question and engage the meaning of place. 

Through a series of exploratory studies and the design of prototypes, this thesis 
explores how maps and city features can be visualized and experienced in a manner 
that facilitates a deep immersion and understanding of place. It investigates the impact 
that environmental perception and interaction has on individuals to create necessary 
conceptual frameworks that aid in building mental models. The study leverages insights 
gained from information design and emergent technologies to define how maps 
influence, augment, and at times, distort how people understand the city landscape. 
Guided by the Experience Cycle (Dubberly and Evenson, 2008), this research describes 
how design can ignite people’s curiosity about places, and subsequently nudge them to 
explore and discover important attributes about their environments.

As a result of research conducted, this project proposes multiple lenses for viewing 
the urban environment, using design as a tool to trigger curiosity and motivate the 
exploration of places through active engagement in the physical world. Designing 
points of intervention with the environment has the potential to inform people’s 
everyday behavior and guide their participation, role, and agency in that system. 
Given it’s deep investigation into aiding the exploration and discovery of places, this 
study also offers information and approaches that can serve as a foundation for 
further work on the design of rich place-based interactions that enable people to 
build connections with their environments. 
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People’s connections with places are built over time through a series of individual 
experiences. Early in my investigation, I found that there are many resources available 
that help people attain knowledge through representations and information. However, 
a holistic understanding of a place is created only through real-world engagement 
with the environment, which points to a significant design opportunity. 

The value of a strong image of the city
The Image of the City (Lynch, 1960) has strongly influenced my thesis study. Kevin 
Lynch introduces the concept of imageability of a city (1960, p.9), i.e., the ability of 
the urban environment to leave a lasting impression on the observer. He makes the 
argument that a good visual environment may not be simply to facilitate trips, but 
its role may be more relevant “as a guide and a stimulus for new exploration” (p.110). 
The connection also grows the overall comfort and attachment that one feels living 
in a place. This happens naturally when we retain specific moments in our mind in 
relation to a certain context — a place becomes a marker for locating events in time. 
For example, when recalling a memory, details of the place come to the mind first. 

Maps affect how we look at the world
Maps, whether they are paper or digital, provide us with knowledge of our 
environment. They mesh into their lives in numerous ways, whether aiding route 
planning, accessing a cab, or finding location tags on social media posts. As maps 
bridge the physical and digital worlds, they also become tools to see and interact 
with physical spaces in new ways. They serve as frames of reference to help people 
build mental models of the environment. However, places carry the weight of the 
history, perspectives, and politics that have created them. Consequently, I believe 
that the success of a map hinges on the emotional associations that people make 
with them. Therefore, I explored how maps can be visualized in a manner that 
facilitates a deep understanding of place and encourages interaction with, and 
exploration of physical spaces. 

INTRODUCTION
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Over time, maps condition a user to understand spatial information in a certain way. 
Moreover, the dynamic and simultaneous information offered with most digital maps 
keeps a person’s attention focused on the screen, and the actual environment gets 
blurred and relegated to peripheral vision. The everyday engagement of a person 
with an environment turns more planned and task-focussed while diminishing 
intuitive exploration and serendipitous discovery. 

Along with this everyday behavior, the way people experience cities is gradually 
changing. Young adults and millennials typically move to multiple cities for better 
education and employment opportunities. They experience their present city in 
comparison to their formative places they have lived in and their relationship 
with the immediate environment. (Solnit, 2010). Depending on their inclination 
and opportunity, they may or may not develop a connection with the cities they 
inhabit. However, creating an understanding of the city is essential for encouraging 
engagement and participation for people within the city. Also, exploration leads to a 
personal understanding of places which is critical to the creation of that connection. 

Situated in the context of Pittsburgh, the research included people’s interaction with 
physical spaces and information representations of places that leverage various 
digital modalities. Keeping in mind the accessibility to people and places, I situated 
the study and explorations within the city. Secondly, a majority of students at 
Carnegie Mellon University, or other universities in the city, have moved to Pittsburgh 
from another city or country.  As a result,  their recent experiences exploring 
Pittsburgh provided rich insights. Lastly, I used visuals and sounds of landmarks in 
the city as material for evaluative research, which enabled people to use multiple 
senses as vehicles for connecting with places. Given the breadth and depth of 
study conducted, I believe that the findings from this thesis can apply to a range of 
projects in the context of urban cities.

DEFINING THE 
PROBLEM SPACE

SCOPE
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Secondary Research
Literature and Artifact Reviews

Part 1
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Facilitating the Building of Mental Images
The Image of the City by Kevin Lynch is a result of a study of three American cities: 
Boston, Jersey City, and Los Angeles aimed at understanding the imageability of 
the built environment in cities. Lynch deconstructs the environmental image into 
identity, structure, and meaning. Imageability, or the quality of an object used to 
evoke a strong image, is formed from its structure and identity. The text focuses 
on understanding urban space through a qualitative lens in contrast to many 
other cartography authors who focus on the accurate coding and translation of the 
physical features into the representational map image. Lynch elaborated on the 
components of the city image from the perspective of how citizens perceive them. He 
proposed five elements: paths, edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks as elemental 
physical forms that comprise a city image. 

With advances in satellite imagery, object recognition technology, and augmented 
reality, current trends in modern digital mapmaking are moving towards blurring the 
boundaries between information representation and actual physical structures. This 
shift pointed to a benefit in considering how map visualization and interactions can 
be designed to leave a lasting impression on the minds of users.

HOW PEOPLE 
UNDERSTAND THE CITY

Figure 1. The five elements of imageability [1]

Materializing Understanding of the 
Urban Image 
Exploring the potential of mental maps, two graduate students at UC Berkeley 
did a study titled Visualizing Mental Maps of San Francisco. Based on the study, 
they created spatial representations of the neighborhoods of the city of San 
Francisco. These representations focused on depicting individual’s relationships 
and perceptions of the city of San Francisco neighborhoods to help people reflect 
on their communities and neighborhoods. The project consists of two components: 
a qualitative investigation of the resident’s perception of the neighborhood, and 
a visualization of the research through an ‘atlas of mental maps.’ Through each 
research interview, Annechino and Cheng tried to surface an individual’s relationship 
with the city, which are often lost in government or commercial maps. They 
developed San Francisco maps based on participant descriptions for the following 
themes: Orientation, Corridors, Barriers, Boundaries, Stories, and lastly a game. 

Although the primary aim of the map visualizations was to reflect on San Francisco 
neighborhoods, I believed that integrating values and perspectives from the 
locals into maps would present significant potential for aiding the exploration of 
neighborhoods in urban places. I held this belief because visualizations that were 
based on personal themes, such as the stories map Quotes around Town guided the 
reader’s understanding by offering them a personal perspective on neighborhoods 
and local places. As a case in point, the SF Wiggle is a 1 mile long zig-zag route in San 
Francisco that reduces the incline for cyclists. Although it is quite popular among 
residents, it is not marked at all on Google maps. Therefore, I believed that evolving 
narratives could lead to dynamic content that keeps readers engaged.
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Artist Sohei Nishino recreates several major cities in the world using photographs 
he took of places across each city; every final output results in a kind of a diorama 
map. He creates these dioramas in order to capture his personal experiences 
and memories of each place. Instead of creating a visualization consisting of 
meticulous information about the places, he intends to produce a reflection of his 
own experience of the vitality of the city. His photographs create maps that aid 
the recollection of those memories. Though these maps tend to be more artistic 
in expression, they served as an inspiration for the project. The final artifacts are 
reflective of a person’s lived experience through movement within the city in the 
form of pictures solidifying an individual’s mental model of the city. 

Encouraging the Exploration and Investigation 
of Urban Spaces
There are multiple contemporary research projects as well as commercial products 
aiding people to explore and investigate urban spaces. For instance, the Datacatcher 
is an experimental device designed to help users gain multiple orientations of places 
in a city. It was created as a part of a five-year study by a group of researchers based 
in the Interaction Research Studio at Goldsmiths, University of London. Its primary 
use is to give users information about neighborhoods that reveals a sociopolitical 
texture of those places. Public and private datasets are used to derive the data 
in the messages, such as the census and credit agency data. The Data Catcher is 
a handheld device with an LCD screen at the top and rotating knob that enables 
participants to interact with the interface. The Datacatcher devices aimed to make 
data more transparent and empowering. The audience was intrigued by the data and 
also found the activity to be fun. However, they had concerns about how they could 
make sense because it could be easily misinterpreted or politicized.

The approach taken in this project inspired some of my explorations about how and 
what content can evoke curiosity about urban places. Highlighting information, such 
as demographic spread, income levels or the government initiatives, it achieves this 

Figure 2. New York Diorama Map by Sohei Nishino [2]

goal by representing them in a completely different way than a map. The way that 
the audience engaged with the Data Catcher device and the questions they had 
about the information presented helped me to think about how a reflective quality 
could be designed into a map to help people understand places meaningfully.

Pokémon Go, an AR mobile game developed by Niantic, became hugely popular 
worldwide in 2016. In standard gameplay, the game aims to locate, capture and train 
virtual creatures found in different locations in the real world using the GPS on the 
player’s mobile device. 

One of the indirect positive effects of the Pokémon Go phenomenon was an 
increased footfall at several local businesses, museums, and even national parks 
because of Pokéstops in the vicinity. It also brought together people discovering local 
history in the process of exploration. As such, the game presented an interesting 
inspiration for a gamified approach to urban exploration. Given that the exploration 
was a secondary outcome of the game, it was critical to investigate the effectiveness 
of the gamified approach if exploration becomes the primary objective. 

Lastly, Terrapattern is a visual search query tool for discovering similar geographical 
features captured through satellite imagery. The intended audience for this tool is 
journalists, citizen scientists, and researchers. The goal of the project was to give 
the users the ability to find “soft-features” that are usually not be available on 
commercial maps. It enables ordinary people to answer questions about the world 
that may be difficult to find otherwise. For instance, the creators claim that users can 
use Terrapattern to identify destroyed buildings in a conflict area.

This project, with its use of satellite image features as a tool for research inquiry, 
was interesting because it shows undiscovered patterns of activity, which can offer 
deep insights into human activity trends. However, in order to get users to investigate 
further, adding a dimension of scale and cross-referencing with some other kind of 
data may allow them to make more meaning from the platform.

Figure 3. The Datacatcher device [3]

Figure 4. Satellite image results in Terrapattern [4]
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Aiding Wayfinding
Kevin Lynch has been attributed for coining the term Way-finding. Reginald Golledge 
(1999, p.6) defines it as “…the process of determining and following a path or route 
between origin and a destination.” Golledge further elaborates that it is a purposeful 
behavior to reach a distant destination and the whole activity dependent on the 
traveler and also the attributes of the environment. It is important to note that each 
wayfinding experience is different, even between familiar destinations because of 
the variations in the traveler’s behavior and the environmental attributes. Many 
environmental devices such as street signs, house numbers, and building names as 
well as individual devices such as maps support the way-finding activity.

Understanding wayfinding was significant for this study as wayfinding in an urban 
space includes navigation, perception of the environment, and situated decision 
making. This text helped me understand the use of the landmarks for wayfinding 
and place recognition purposes and their direct relation with cognitive maps, a term 
used for how humans store spatial knowledge. 
  

Attempting to Augment the Environment 
Yuichiro Takeuchi and Ken Perlin build on the concepts proposed in Image of The 
City by introducing a new form of digital wayfinding in urban areas, called Clayvision. 
In this study, they propose an amalgamation of the environment, interaction, and 
information elements. In their examples, augmented reality is used to transform 
the wayfinding experience by enhancing or diminishing the actual physical world 
elements through exaggerated morphing.

The authors propose the concepts of in-situ information in the real world through 
the modification of the visible world using digital augmentation. The theories of 
information design by Tufte (2001) and Bertin (2010) inform their understanding of 
visual attributes. They mention “Of the attributes given by Bertin (size, value, texture, 
color, orientation, shape, position), size and value (i.e., saturation/ brightness of 

Figure 5.3D model mapping on buildings through mixed 
reality [5]

color) appear to be the most helpful in our case, due to their ability to implicitly 
but powerfully suggest order” (p. 8). In their proof of concept, they use various 
visual transformations to create emphasis on built features. For example, using 
size accentuation, a building becomes more prominent. The relative elasticity of a 
building does not change its shape in isolation but instead requires its surrounding 
buildings to morph in the opposite direction to accentuate its size contrast and make 
the building conspicuous. Takeuchi and Perlin also compare static and dynamic 
transitions to attract users’ attention. 

In contrast to most approaches of real-world augmentation that present information 
through panels and arrows that provide direction, the authors advocate reducing 
the data-ink ratio. They illustrate this point by giving the environment an indicative 
visual quality over quantitative information to inform people’s memories effectively. 
This approach was vital because it demonstrated information augmentation without 
occluding the focus on the environment thereby strengthening the environmental 
image through interactions. 
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HOW MAPS IMPACT 
PEOPLE’S UNDERSTANDING

Cartography has gone through a massive change over the last thirty years—from 
printed and hand-drawn maps to the arrival of the Universal Map (O’Beirne, 2015). 
In the current day and age, maps are always updated and adjusted according to 
people’s needs as they perennially keep track of personal location data (O’Beirne, 
2015). As supporting technologies evolve, our perception and use of maps are 
changing. This thesis focuses primarily is on digital maps and location technology. 
Highlighted here are some of the characteristics and affordances of these maps. 

Firstly, they are connected with multiple wireless technologies and data sources 
and as a result always up to date. This is the critical differentiation from maps 
of the past. Secondly, with various sensors built into powerful computers, in the 
form of mobile phones, that people almost always have on them, new services and 
information are available to people that tap into location data. Moreover, commercial 
digital maps are most often equipped by search and navigation functions that 
enable readers to find specific information as well as patterns of information on the 
map. Lastly, the mediu allows for different representations to change quickly change 
depending on the intent of the user. 

Providing a ‘View’ of the World 
In the book How to Lie with Maps, Mark Monmonier deconstructs the elements of 
the map and shows how an altered or a biased view can be presented by using those 
elements. He explains the essential attributes of scale, projection, and symbolization 
and how they are represented through visual variables. He then describes 
how information is distorted citing cartographic carelessness, the spreading of 
propaganda, the serving of individual needs, or misinforming for defense purposes as 
culprits. The distortion of information can be done through the generalization of map 
features, geometric operations selection, simplification, displacement, and smoothing.

Monmonier introduces contentious topics and instances from history to illustrate 
how maps have been used to tell white lies or show total distortion of the real picture. 
The book aims to develop a skepticism among map users, which is everyone, through 

Figure 6. The ten cartographic codes [6]

cartographic bias and blunders. It gave me insight into the use of different kinds of 
maps visualizations to various purposes. Besides, through examples, I gained a deeper 
understanding of how to represent cartographic attributes through visual variables 
to direct perception and interpretation of features. Lastly, the text helped consider 
cartographic bias in the commercial digital maps we use today—specifically, Google maps. 

Aiding the Understanding of Map Language
Power of Maps covers similar ground as How to Lie with Maps but with a more 
acerbic tone criticizing how, throughout history, maps have been misused as 
instruments to serve vested interests.  This text offered a conceptual foundation 
for understanding the language of cartography as it provides a detailed analysis of 
the layers of comprehension for maps. Through a breakdown of codes and sign-
functions in maps Denis Wood provides deep insight into the semiological processes 
that go into the design of maps.

A code can be understood as set of rules or conventions that enable the 
construction and interpretation of map-signs. The described codes can be 
Extrasignificant and Intrasignificant codes. Extrasignificant codes provide context and 
meaning to the map-such as-historical, thematic, rhetorical, topic, utilitarian codes. 
Intrasignificant codes can be categorized into Iconic, Linguistic, Tectonic, Temporal, 
Presentational codes. Delving into details, depending upon the representation 
and arrangement, Iconic codes can be either more symbolic (more conventional 
signifiers) or more iconic (closer resemblance to the signified). The difference 
between symbolic and iconic visual representation is evident as Wood compares 
the two examples of Hermann Bollmann’s New York Picture map and the US Bureau 
Census map. In Bollman’s map, the detailed building forms and angle of the picture 
plane help the map image correspond closely to the visual image of New York City. 
On the other hand, the census map uses several layers of symbolism—color for land 
and water features, shapes for urban areas, and size for population density. The 
other significant codes include linguistic codes that deal with the nomenclature of 
features and tectonic codes that provide scaling functions. 
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A sign provides meaning through a combination of the representation(signifier) 
and content(signified). Describing Sign Functions, Wood defines a map as a highly 
complex Supersign composed of smaller signs and often a synthesis of those smaller 
signs. Sign functions can be classified on four levels signification: elemental signs, 
the systemic(sign systems), the synthetic, and the presentational. Elemental signs are 
the visual elements on a map of a geographic occurrence. Systemic signs consist of 
the network of elemental signs in maps. Synthetic signs are the map images, which 
are a result of spatially and temporally created Gestalten. Lastly, the presentational 
layer places a map into context. 

Visualizing Data
Nathan Yau teaches the structural process of data visualization in this book. The text 
starts with a focus on understanding data, conducting analysis, and exploring and 
setting the contexts where visualizations will be viewed. Yau then breaks down the 
visual components and describes the process of visualizing different kinds of data: 
statistical, temporal, spatial.

By providing a collection of data visualizations, the text served as an effective 
reference for visualizing categorical data. Yau demonstrated how patterns of 
increase or decrease in data, combination of data, outliers, and noise in data can be 
represented effectively using visual cues like position, length, angles, direction, area 
or volume and color of the representational elements. I found Yau’s methods, along 
with his examples for visualizing spatial data, like choropleth maps and cartograms, 
to be useful for designing information visualization in maps. The book also offered 
points to keep in mind to improve readability, clarity, and annotation. Yau presented 
concepts for using effective visuals to depict different kinds of statistical concepts, 
which I found useful in building narratives. He also explains hierarchy in spatial 
features at different granularity levels, which was helpful to know in order to 
understand how those concepts are employed in Signs and Sign Systems (Wood, 
1992) which eventually are used to make up the map image (Wood, 1992).

Encouraging Experiential Cognition
Lamenting on how society increasingly is adopting a technology-centered way of 
life where humans must adapt to machines, Don Norman argues that in the spirit of 
human-centered design, machines ideally should be designed to adapt to human 
ways of thinking and working. He does this by stressing the importance of technology 
being human-centered, illustrating how human cognition and learning work and 
using examples to describe how technology can be designed to support people’s 
abilities effectively. 

On the subject of human cognition, he describes experiential cognition, which leads 
people to perceive and react effortlessly, and reflective cognition, which includes 
more intentional thinking and decision making. The appropriate representation 
of data can support both of these cognitive processes. To support experiential 
cognition, he proposes the Naturalness Principle, suggesting that the properties 
of the representation should match the properties of the represented, and the 
Perceptual Principle, emphasizing the use of spatial and perceptual representations. 
These principles are also in line with Nathan Yau’s definition and use of visual cues 
to represent data. In the context of this study, understanding experiential cognition 
was significant as it is heavily used when conceptually combining a map image 
and a real environment. For instance, a person reading Google maps can easily 
differentiate a residential neighborhood from a market area or green pockets in 
the city from densely populated downtown areas because of the use of appropriate 
color, shape and symbols.
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Figure 9. A combination of color-coded icons is used as elemental signs for 
places showing different categories of businesses. [7]

Figure 8. When zoomed in, the top side building shapes (algorithmically 
created) appear. [7]

Figure 7. The main distinguishing features at low zoom levels are areas of interest (in yellow), medical facilities (in pink) and green areas like 
parks and water bodies. [7] 

Using Navigation and Wayfinding in 
Contemporary Maps 
Google maps is the most well developed and ubiquitously used consumer map. 
Google uses satellite imagery and street-level imagery to define features on the map. 
It also benefits from the millions of users sharing their location on mobile devices 
and contributing information to the map. Typically, there are two levels of knowledge 
that can be derived from Google Maps. Firstly, information about land features like a 
park, businesses, roads, houses, etc. are presented to aid orientation and navigation. 
Secondly, the map provides relevant information and features to take action such as 
navigation routes, traffic information, travel times, business hours, reviews and even 
the best times to visit a shop. Google maps is a complex and multi-featured product 
ecosystem. It can be viewed by three modes of representation-Map view, satellite 
view, and street view, pointing to the benefit of different perspectives of view and 
visualizations for different tasks.

Map view
The representation of Google maps has changed significantly in the past few years. 
As compared to previous years the color scheme has evolved to give higher focus to 
areas of interest rather than streets and roads as in the previous versions. I believe 
that clustering at lower zoom levels aids the viewer to understand layout patterns 
at large scale. However, when zoomed in, one can see the top side building shapes 
(algorithmically created) appear showing the value of different information at 
different scales.  
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Satellite view
Google achieves realistic rendering of features through 3D environment rendering 
and street-level images. There is an interesting moment of transition that happens 
from a satellite view to street view at a certain zoom level. Street View allows a rich 
and comprehensive panoramic view of the environment. Street views provide a rich 
medium for the exploration of environments but due to their static quality, they fall 
short on providing ideal experiences for users on the move. 

Figure 10. In satellite view, the scene changes from an 
algorithmically created 3D environment representation 
to street view at higher zoom levels. [7]

Waze is a community-based GPS navigation app. The differentiating functionality 
of Waze from Google maps is the social feedback: users can alert others to 
accidents, alternative routes, road closures, police officer sightings, and other such 
impediments. The Waze interface is explicitly designed for driver experience. The 
Waze UI is more crowded and playful to quickly get the attention of the driver and 
simplify the information load. This helps in experiential cognition (Norman, 1993) and 
allows the driver to react effortlessly when the driver is alerted on traffic, roadblocks, 
traffic lights, etc. Even while navigating the ETA takes up the maximum real estate on 
the screen.  

In a recent talk, Di-Ann Eisner, the Director for Growth at Waze, made an interesting 
point about how maps have evolved from showing problems to solving problems. In 
Waze, citizens are encouraged to be probes, an extension of crowdsourcing. As such, 
this product is of particular interest to the project as it incorporates robust actively 
and passively contributed user features and content. 

Figure 11. Screenshot of the Waze app
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Leveraging Technology and Emerging Trends
This section focuses more on understanding the practical aspects by studying some 
of the underlying technologies and processes supporting cartographic systems today. 

Geographic Information System (GIS)
Most modern digital map systems are supported by GIS that use multiple technologies 
to enable people to create, leverage, store and manage digital information. GIS is 
a rapidly evolving field that is concerned with digital representation and analysis 
of spatiotemporal data. Examples of GIS includes open source systems like QGIS 
and partially open GIS such as Esri’s ArcGIS. In addition, there are several other 
technologies employed by contemporary cartographic systems. 

Image Recognition
Mapillary is a product used for three-dimensional reconstruction and semantic 
segmentation to connect images and extract map data at scale for smart cities, 
geospatial services, and autonomous vehicles. This product shows how increasingly 
image recognition is being used to identify and extract map elements whether 
its satellite or street view imagery. I think that image recognition is becoming an 
important technology for comprehensive and accurate recording of soft features. 

Figure 12. Machine-labeled images from 
Mapillary database [8]

Augmented Reality
Analyzing technology and platforms driving maps, the camera sensor becomes an 
important tool in the future for spatial intelligence as can be observed with this 
example. In 2018, Google maps introduced visual guidance and visual positioning 
system in Maps Navigation using the camera sensor with a focus to shift “from Global 
Positioning System (GPS) to Visual Positioning system (VPS)” (Google I/O Developer 
Conference, 2018). Real world AR has been explored in a number of applications, 
but only a few of them are as novel. As seen in the first image, the combination 
of the map view and the street view allows the user to orient their position in a 
larger spatial context and the street view navigation guides people with direction 
instructions. I believe the overlap of these two views makes pedestrian wayfinding 
easier by reducing the information gap between the two-dimensional map view and 
three-dimensional environment. Supported by a strong machine learning backend, 
the referencing between actual physical structures and map features is the most 
refined to date.  

Figure 13. Google Maps AR [9]
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Explorative Research
Interviews and Activities 

Part 2

Interaction with a space makes it a place.
—Study participant
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Introduction
The literature and artifact reviews gave me good insights into spatial cognition 
how information is designed to aid the cognition, and strategies that help people 
gain a deep understanding of places. While these concepts and theories provided 
insights at an abstract level, they highlighted the need to investigate how people 
find their way in unfamiliar surroundings, what they do to explore places, and what 
other activities they do to understand their city. Hence, I conducted exploratory 
research that included in-depth interviews with new residents (less than two years) 
of Pittsburgh. 

Research Objectives
Discovery of new places
What constitutes an exploration of place (city, town, etc.) and how might such an 
investigation be facilitated? 

Building mental model of places
What are some of the mental models of places that people form? What do they look 
like? How are they structured?

Using maps to navigate to places
How do people use maps in their daily life?
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Figure 14. Mental maps of Pittsburgh drawn by the research participants

Methodology
For the interviews, I conducted interviews with six participants that lasted about 
30 minutes. During that time, participants were asked them about their move to 
Pittsburgh and their process of investigating places and their mental model of the 
city. At the end of each interview, the participants were asked to do a short creative 
drawing exercise with worksheets and props to understand their mental model 
of Pittsburgh. I probed them about their mental model further based on their 
responses in the activity.

Outcomes
The participants spoke about their move to Pittsburgh, their ease of understanding 
neighborhoods and orientation in the city; and how maps guided their interaction 
with Pittsburgh or other cities. It was insightful to understand how other people, 
such as friends and family, influenced the their interaction with the city. 

The participants created hand-drawn maps of Pittsburgh that depicted the places 
that were important to them, relevant in their everyday life or other significant 
landmarks in the city.

Took a lot of long walks and saw places in 
different lighting: morning, afternoon and 
night. I like walking to orient myself. Makes 
me see how things connect- fastest way, 
longest way and most scenic route.

I like the process of discovering and 
wandering and not necessarily knowing 
where you are.

Does getting lost count? Sometimes I’ll 
know I’ve gone somewhere before and I’ll 
try to go again and figure the second time.

—Study participants
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Analysis
The insights fell into four broad categories—the methods and activities people do, 
their modes of travel, their motivations and influencers for exploring places, and the 
tools they use to facilitate their investigations. 
A few participants grounded their understanding of Pittsburgh by comparing it to 
cities that they had experienced in the past.  
The participants’ drawings of the maps grew outwards from the focal places in their 
daily lives to places they visited less frequently or didn’t understand as well.

Synthesis
The interviews gave insights in three major areas-

• The first set of insights highlighted the mental image that people formed of 
the city. Key visuals, such as landmarks and paths, create the mental image of 
Pittsburgh. People often used landmarks to orient themselves and understand 
neighborhoods such as the Cathedral of Learning in Pittsburgh and CITGO 
gas sign in Boston. Moreover, cities that have a grid-like pattern of roads, like 
New York, are often easier to understand. As landmarks emerged as significant 
physical features to form the mental image, I focussed on landmarks for 
evaluative research in the subsequent studies and prototypes. 

• The second category of insights focused on how people explored the city. 
Modes of commuting frequently informs the mental model of the layout of a city. 
Participants were inclined to by walk or bike around in neighborhoods and go 
to various landmarks and vantage points. Based on these discoveries, I became 
curious about slow modes of exploration and discovery. I found that they afford 
people immersive experiences with the environment because they allow people to 
have a multi-sensorial perception. Also, in addition to looking at maps, way-finding 
employs situated decision-making in response to the environmental perception. 

• In addition, what I learned about motivations and influencers informed the next 
stages of testing for curiosity about places and exploration.
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Figure 15. The Experience Cycle [10]

EXPLORATORY RESEARCH: 
INVESTIGATING AN 
ANCHORING THEORY

The Experience Cycle for Exploration of  
Urban Spaces
As I was conducting my exploratory research, I discovered Hugh Dubberly and Shelley 
Evenson’s ‘Experience Cycle’ (2008). Dubberly and Evenson compare the ‘sales cycle’ 
model and the ‘experience cycle’ model to design customer engagement with a 
product or service (2008, p.2). They explain the steps of an experience cycle model 
and highlight evaluation criteria to measure the experience with a product or service. 
The key steps in describing an ideal experience are-connecting (first impression), 
becoming oriented (understanding what’s possible), interacting with a product 
(direct experience), extending perception or skill and use (mastery) and lastly, telling 
others (teaching or spreading activation). 

The Experience Cycle
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I believe that the experience cycle can be a strong way to model the experience of 
a new place as well because it promotes building a relationship through a series of 
individual interactions. Dubberly and Evenson suggest that the experience cycle has 
a fractal quality that is similar in quality at different scales. Each step in the cycle 
provides a moment to think whether the experience should be designed for the 
customer’s expectation or consciously disregarded. The model aided my thinking 
about an experience at a systems level and helped me make sense of granular details 
as I thought about specific features that would encourage people to explore places. 

Using the Dubberly Evenson model as the base framework for my study, I 
diagrammed the experience cycle as a proposal for exploration. I asked:

• What helps create the initial impression of a place?

• What features help people understand a place in the early stages of learning?

• How do experiential activities help people create a new sense of  
understanding of place?

• How can a person’s experience with a place that they visit repeatedly change  
as their expectations evolve?

• Lastly, how can a person communicate the characteristics of their experience  
to others?

Figure 16. The Experience Cycle for exploration of place
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Based on the first phase of the Dubberly Evenson model, I explored how individuals 
are attracted to and connect to new places. In order to that, I investigated how 
design can be used to encourage people to be curious about places.

In conducting exploratory research, I considered sensory experiences such as sight, 
sound, and smell, which are primarily employed in spatial perception as viable forms 
to communicate the essence of places. Secondly, I probed patterns of human activity 
over time to investigate if how other people moved through a space gave a sense 
of the nature of the place. Lastly, I explored if intangible aspects such as historical 
context or the general mood or the feeling that the place had the potential to evoke 
a person’s interest.

BUILDING AND 
CONDUCTING STUDIES

How can design be used to encourage 
people to be curious about places?

Methodology
Throughout this phase of my research, I explored how ideas could be materialized 
and evaluated for their effectiveness. First, I identified specific spots in the city 
and collected/ created visual representations of those spots. These included 
photographs as well as map and satellite views of the same spot. Secondly, I also 
collected ambient sounds that were representative of the place and extracted 
snippets that I considered represented the places well in aural form. I introduced 
study participants to the different visual and aural representations in quick 
succession, and they responded how curious they felt about the landmarks based 
on the representation. With the aural representations, the participants were first 
introduced to sounds without sharing the location; and then same activity was 
repeated with the place revealed. Moreover, I used the interactive visualization of 
24-hour Uber cab data for the city of New York to investigate temporal patterns. 
The participants observed the dynamic visualisation of how the population moved 
through the city in a day. Lastly, I used a participatory mapping project, for the 
Letchworth Garden City in the UK, where the citizens could voice their needs and 
hopes for the city based on the mapping platform. In each post, the citizens could 
add emotion tags about how they felt at various locations in the city. 

The study included approximately thirty minute interviews with six participants. I 
used a scale to evaluate how curious people felt when encountering various visual 
and aural representations of the city; visualizations of people’s activities(temporal 
patterns) and viewing associated emotion tags for places the city. I used a five-point 
survey scale for curiosity with the following ends for the scale-

For visual and sound representations: not curious at all -- very curious. 
For temporal patterns and comment tags: low impact on curiosity -- high impact  
on curiosity.

Visual

Sound

Temporal 
patterns

Emotional
Associations

Next Page Figure 17. Visuals used for the study [7][13]
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Visual representation of places
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Visual representations
Observation

• Abstract and partially abstract representations of places scored higher than 
their obvious counterparts, indicating that they created more curiosity than 
their obvious counterparts.

• Map views scored the lowest amongst all, although there was most variance in 
the ratings.

• Satellite views scored higher than map views.

Inference

• Abstract and partially abstract views were more effective in piquing curiosity 
than literal forms. As a result, I leveraged them in the next phase to create 
prototypes designed to encourage exploration.

• Symbolic representations worked better than realistic forms in showing large-
scale patterns. On the other hand, realistic map views generated more curiosity 
for specific landmarks than symbolic representations. Therefore, I concluded 
that symbolic representations can be beneficial in showing a higher level 
perspective of how features are spread out in a region yet realistic views are 
more effective in engaging the user to interact with the environment. 

Sound representations
Observation

• Participants found the slight mental processing involved in guessing the place 
compelling. Sounds also provided a sense of scale for the landmarks. Ambient 
or background sounds, because of their abstract nature without visuals, were 
quite effective in creating curiosity among participants.

• Natural and pleasant sounds scored fairly high for unknown and known 
landmarks, however, a few participants found the harsh sounds, like that of the 
Wood Street Station, intriguing.

• When the participants weren’t aware of the place, the sounds felt a bit vague to 
them. In comparison, participants had a stronger reaction to the sounds when 
they knew what the place was.

Inference

• Ambient sounds are able to give a sense of scale of places which is at times not 
very apparent from visual. This helps people in getting a feel of being situated 
in the place itself. These findings led me to propose concepts that used place-
based sounds to to generate curiosity about those places and the desire to 
explore.. 

• While pleasant sounds positively instill curiosity, harsh sounds can be intriguing 
for people. Therefore, I incorporated both types of sounds in the design of the 
prototypes. 

Audio is cool because sense of space 
is apparent.

I liked that there was more processing to 
understand where it was.

Dynamic sounds were more compelling.

—Study participants
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Figure 18. 24-hr visualization of Uber rides in New York City used for evaluative testing [11]

Visual+sound representations
Observation

• Visual+sound representations yielded mixed results. Some of the participants 
observed a discord between the sound that they imagined for the abstract 
visual and the actual sound they heard. 

Inference

• While abstract sounds and visuals work well individually, combining them could 
potentially conflict with the viewer’s imagination. Hence the combination of 
visuals and sounds requires careful design and curation. 

Temporal patterns of people activity
Observation

• Participants were drawn towards areas that were relevant to them or where 
they observed significant contrast in activity, such as the busiest and the least 
occupied parts of the city.

Inference

• Temporal patterns engaged the curiosity of the user when the contrast was 
starkly apparent. Absence of human activity or movement itself was intriguing 
as it was slightly unexpected. 

I find the busiest pockets of time and the 
highlights within to be intriguing.

—Study participant
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Figure 19. Commonplace project from Letchworth Garden City, UK used for evaluative testing [12]

Feeling tags for places
Observation

• Collective visualization, showing large scale patterns of opinions, was more 
important to the participants than individual thoughts. As such, visualization 
was desired to be more skimmable.

• Patterns of activity derived from passive data was more interesting than what 
people actively said about it. Individual comments were not as interesting to the 
participants as they added to the noise. Participants also voiced issues of trust 
with individual tags.

• Participants mentioned that this kind of data would affect their decisions to live 
in the places highlighted but not necessarily their curiosity of them.

• Positive tags had left a stronger impression on the participants than negative 
ones.

Inference

• Individual emotional or feeling associations with a place emerged to not be 
strong motivators for curiosity or encouragement to explore a place. Therefore,  
these were not explored further for the next phase. 

I can get more insight from what people are 
doing than saying.

Different people and diversity of opinion 
may not as meaningful.

—Study participants
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Synthesis
Overall, experiences from both visual and aural cues were found most compelling by 
the audiences. The combination of these also worked quite well together because 
the multi-sensory experience fueled their imagination even further. 

I found that curiosity for every individual was quite personal and subjective. It was 
an imaginative process based on observation of the stimulus, processing it and 
then arriving at a certain idea or understanding of the place. When just enough 
information was given to the viewer for them to build their own imagination, the 
curiosity built up was high. Direct inputs didn’t necessarily have a high impact on 
curiosity. This was evident in the last test. The participants found little impact on 
their urge to explore based on other individuals’ feelings. Few participants noted 
that the impact on their curiosity would have been higher in the case of extremes. 
For instance, they would have been intrigued by a place if there was an extreme 
feeling or if a large number of people voiced the similar opinions. 

I think that the balance between setting up curiosity versus expectation warrants 
further investigation. Some of the participants were slightly disappointed or got 
more excited when they got to know the place after hearing the sounds. Similar 
results were found when the abstract visuals were combined with sound and those 
didn’t quite align with their earlier imagination. 

Figure 20. Early  explorations for visualizing form to depict specific place data
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Generative Research
Creating Prototypes

Part 3

Cities have the capability of providing something for everybody, only 
because and only when, they are created by everybody.
—Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities
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Dubberly and Evenson(2008) describe the second phase of the Experience Cycle as 
“the overview or preview of what’s available or possible, allowing exploration and 
supporting early stages of learning”(p.3). On the basis of this, I defined my core 
question as ‘How can design nudge people to discover and explore places?’ I applied 
what I had learned about ways of piquing people’s curiosity for places to the design 
of prototypes that aimed to orient people’s understanding of the city and encourage 
further investigation. 

I created storyboards to communicate the use-cases for the initial ideas. Through 
each concept, I explored a novel approach to fostering curiosity and encouraging 
people to explore places. Strategies for attracting and holding people’s attention, 
(Dirksen, 2011), informed the directions of these ideas that ranged from smaller 
periodic interventions to more direct, intentional tools and games. 

How can design nudge people to 
discover and explore places?

IDEATION 1. 

2. 

3. 

Figure 21. Ideation storyboards
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Concept 1 In the previous study, I learned that curiosity is an imaginative process where people 
observe stimulus, process it, and then arrive at a particular idea or understanding of a 
place. Thus, when enough information is given to the viewer to fuel their imagination, 
their curiosity build up is high. I developed a concept for a tool that prompts the user 
to imagine a place, and draw it on the interface. The he tool responds to the drawing 
by bringing up images of places that are the closest visual matches. 
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On this tool’s interface, the user can draw places (physical features), such as a coffee 
shop or a park or a bridge. These drawings can be from their imagination or memory. 
The interface dynamically reacts to the drawing input, culling and changing the 
results to the closest matching places in their city. 

Figure 22. Start screen Figure 23. Results generated as the user starts drawing
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The more details the user adds to the drawing, the more refined the matches 
become. The essence here is to not draw the most accurate representation of a 
place, like Phipps Conservatory. Instead, it is the delivery of unknown results that 
shift the user’s attention, creating accidental discoveries.

Figure 24. Image results change as more details are added in the drawing Figure 25. The tool identifies the drawing of a bridge and changes the results to show the  bridges in Pittsburgh
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The tool is intended to have a simple user-interface with prominence on the drawing 
area through the presentation of a high contrast and a large real-estate area. The tool 
allows free-hand drawing but also supports users who may not feel comfortable with 
their drawing abilities by providing them with visual feature blocks that they can use. 

Figure 26. Image results are re-ordered to show the closest visually matching bridge Figure 27. Drawing createdd using the building blocks on the left panel
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In addition to that, it enables the user to hone the results they receive by controlling 
the representation of places as well. Aspects like noise level, crowdedness, the best 
time of the day to visit, and the age of the place can be turned up or down through 
the slider buttons. The tool points out where these places are located, giving people a 
spatial reference of how the spots are distributed in the city. Once the user clicks on a 
place, they see clear, concise messages that give a glimpse of experiences in the place.

Figure 29. Different messages appear on changing the quality of the experience  Figure 28.Short messages describing the place appear on clicking the image
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I intentionally steered away from giving vast amounts of information about the place 
as the tool aims to pique their curious and encourage them  to explore the place in 
person. The concept is based on secondary research of current implementations of 
image matching algorithms using neural networks. 

This concept, in a way, uses a typology for places, with visible and non-visible 
attributes of a place to identify and show an ‘ infinite’ number of possible 
places in the city that a user can visualize. As a result, this concept mimics the 
unexpectedness of discovering a place by showing people places that they would 
unlikely purposely find in everyday life but would be pleasantly surprised to discover. 
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Concept 2 The findings from the previous study on aural, visual, and temporal pattern 
representations informed the next concept. From Design for how people learn 
(Dirksen 2008), I learned that collaboration, surprises, and extrinsic and intrinsic 
rewards are effective techniques to get attention, which I think can also be useful 
in encouraging people to explore places too. All of these strategies are extensively 
used in game design. Therefore, I proposed the concept Flaneur that gamifies 
the exploration of places through a city simulator game built in Unity. The tool 
engages players in a virtual experience of their city by inviting them to interact with 
components in a digital landscape that mirrors the physical place. 
 
Flâneur is a noun derived from the french word flâneur, meaning a stroller or a 
wanderer. The verb flânerie means to observe the urban environment. Flânerie 
gained special importance through literature and is meaningful in the context of 
urban planning.
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The goal of the game is to find places in the city that have mysterious nodes. While 
the players go on a quest to unlock nodes in the city, they get a broad sketch of 
how the city is structured. As each player discovers and unlocks a node, they get a 
glimpse of characteristics that are native to the physical place. The attributes formed 
are a combination of visual and aural representations, cryptic messages about the 
place, and visualizations of the crowdedness of each place in real-time.  
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The environment was created with real map data using the Mapbox Maps SDK for 
Unity that enabled close resemblance to the actual physical landscape. I designed 
the player experience to feel human-scale and immersive. The ideation included 
designing the camera perspective and scene design. I explored several options 
for the visual treatment of the landscape. Eventually, I composed the building 
renderings as dark blocks rather than realistic renderings to encourage immersion in 
the experience while not giving away too much information through realistic forms 
that would deter them from exploring those places in person. 

Figure 30. Environment rendering explorations

Similarly, for the character design, I considered form and color treatments. I selected 
a monotone abstract form, such as a ball, over an animistic character. I took this 
approach based on the preliminary testing that I conducted. I found that the actions 
of a lively character rather than the environment drew the attention of players. 

Figure 31. Player character explorations
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The nodes were carefully designed with layers of meaning wrapped together. The 
high contrast of the cubes and particles coupled with the dark background of the 
interface helped create a dramatic effect.  Mysterious firefly particles surround the 
levitating, rotating cubes. I introduced the firefly particles to create an intriguing 
effect that draws the player into the experience. The density of particles indicates 
how crowded the place is in real time. As the player captures the node, the particles 
disappear, replaced by cryptic floating messages. They give clues to what the player 
might find there in real life. As the node cube disappears, it reveals a smaller 
previously enclosed cube for the player unlock as the next layer of challenge. 
However, now the player has to unlock the inner cube by physically going to the place. 

Figure 32.Vizualizations at nodes
As Flaneurs, the players contribute to the experience too as they encounter the 
nodes in real places. The cryptic messages that appear are contributions provided 
by other players. The game requires the recording of the player’s location and hence, 
it is played on their mobile device. On arriving at a particular location, the player is 
asked randomly generated questions. They leave their answer to the prompt in the 
node. The current prototype situates players in San Francisco.

Figure 33.Game system
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Figure 34.App interactions at the node location

Through this game, each player is encouraged to explore the city through extrinsic 
motivations of points and rewards but also by intrinsic motivations as the intent 
is for them to be interested in contributing to the knowledge that other players 
receive. As each player becomes an expert Flâneur, new challenges open up, such 
as opportunities to become creators of new nodes or routes for other players in 
previously unexplored neighborhoods. I believe that interventions, such as this, 
could be employed at scale to have an impact on demand shaping the movement 
of people in a city. 
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There is a long and growing list of 
companies – really, all companies – whose 
services are implicitly built around social 
rather than administrative notions of place. 
And social notions of place are messy and  
inexact and complicated.
—Aaron Straup Cope

Conclusion
Future Work and Reflection

Part 4
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With this thesis, I studied how design can enable the initial phase of exploration and 
discovery. Being able to present my prototypes to several members of the faculty and 
design students was beneficial as I received valuable feedback from them. 

Infinite City

Infinite City was positively received. Nonetheless, user feedback was collected in the 
spirit of iterative lifespan of the idea, and will be made part of the next interaction. 
The first feedback relates to the experiential attributes. The last attribute, the age of 
the place, did not align with the other three attributes as well as it could  as it wasn’t 
directly connected to the sensory experience of a place. I think that with further 
investigation and testing I would be able to better define the characteristics or the 
typology of places. Secondly, I would like to consider ways of carefully curating the 
imagery for results so that they are impactful for the user. 

Flâneur

The visualizations of the game and the design of nodes in Flâneur were effective 
in creating a sense of being immersed in the place. One the other hand, the main 
critique of the concept was that it was limited in how it addressed the place-based 
interaction beyond the initial exploration.

I believe that the critique of Flâneur could be framed as questions to consider for 
the future work. How can design enable rich place-based interactions with the 
environment and people? For repeated engagement, how can positive experiences 
be generative, unfolding new aspects with every experience? What are the venues 
for intervention with appropriate and effective information to deepen user 
understanding? For instance, Nurie Jeong’s thesis, Reactive Urban Space (2018), 
proposes semantic wayfinding information through spatial augmentation using 
mixed reality. It would be vital to investigate how lived experiences can reinforce and 
strengthen people’s mental image of the environment so that it becomes a part of 
the collective social memory and communication. 

FUTURE WORK
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This thesis began with framing the role of cartographic systems in the perception 
and real-world engagement with the environment. As I moved through the study, 
specific salient ideas and points of learning stood out, such as:

The elements of imageability
The elements of imageability make up the composite mental image of the urban 
space. Human spatial abilities and wayfinding behavior are also dependant on them. 
Infinite City taps into materializing the elements of imageability with its drawing 
component. The mental maps exercise done earlier in the exploratory research 
phase gives cues to how and what individuals might visualize on an artboard, such 
as familiar landmarks, edges, and paths. As such, the elements could potentially be 
heuristics for user input. With the results generated, a mental image could either be 
reinforced with familiar images or enriched with newer individual images. 

Visualization of information drives cognition
The way information is visualized has an impact on how humans act on it. Therefore, 
data can be designed to aid experiential cognition, which leads people to perceive 
and react effortlessly, and reflective cognition, which encourages more intentional 
thinking and decision making.

Fostering curiosity
Learning how to instill curiosity through design has been a valuable lesson. To 
reiterate, I learned that curiosity involves an imaginative process, and it is built 
up when enough information is given to the viewer to fuel their imagination. 
This design principle may seem straightforward, but for the designer, it entails 
careful consideration of color, form, information, sound, movement, abstraction, 
arrangement of elements, and sequence of interactions. I think that it can be 
applied, most significantly, to design for learning and design for behavior change. 

REFLECTION Design for behavior change
This act of conducting this thesis has been unique to me because, unlike my 
typical projects that have tightly defined problem spaces that warrant a solution, 
I attempted to understand and design moments of experience that nudge people 
to pause, observe, and reflect. These serendipitous moments often encourage 
people to act or behave differently. This significant discovery could also be useful to 
transition design, which proposes design for behavior change as a strategy towards a 
sustainable future. 

I started this year thinking about maps as artifacts of design that needed rethinking 
for their information and form to allow people to have a more natural understanding 
and richer interactions with the environment. As I went deeper into the study, I 
discovered that although these artifacts shape how people perceive the world, their 
interactions are driven by their motivations as much as their perception. It also 
became abundantly clear that these interactions shape how people participate and 
navigate in complex systems, i.e., the city. Designing points of intervention has the 
potential to inform people’s everyday behavior and guide their participation, role, 
and agency in that system in a way that is socially and environmentally beneficial.
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